Tracewell makes it possible to transform Dell Technologies enterprise class infrastructure to support a wide range of projects, programs and mission critical computing.

**Technology Benefits**

- Build from the ground up in partnership with Design Solutions.
- Features all of the benefits of standard, Dell Technologies enterprise class architectures and products.
- Electrically identical to standard Dell Technologies infrastructure.
- Integrates standard Dell Technologies components (servers, storage, networking).
- Follows the Dell Technologies roadmap.

**Business Benefits**

- Build Systems are ordered directly from Dell Technologies.
- Each product features its own Dell Technologies A-SKU for ordering and service and support process.
- Follows Dell Technologies secure supply chain.
- Eligible for Dell Technologies global warranty, service and support (and can be set up to include Dell Technologies DOD services / cleared access personnel).

**Tracewell Systems Family of Products**

**Thin Clients**
- **T-7040** (T-5030, T-7040)

**Rack Servers**
- **T-R740** (T-R440, T-R640, T-R740)

**Modular Infrastructure**
- **T-FX2he** (T-FX2, T-FX2s, T-FX2e, T-FX2he, T-FX2ha)

**ATA**
- **T-C6525** (T-FX2ha, T-C6525)

**Cloud**
- **Dell EMC Tactical Azure Stack Hub**

**VMware**
- **ESXi, vSAN, VCF**

**VMware Cyber Range Solution**

**Storage**
- **T-4400** (Rugged IDPA, Tactical Isilon, Tactical PowerStore)

**Edge**
- **Enterprise Class, Tactical, Integrated**

**Tactical Edge Appliance** (XR2, XE2420)

**Contact Information**

For Sales Support Contact: [Tracewell@Dell.com](mailto:Tracewell@Dell.com)
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